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FEBRUARY 27, 2013 ♦ SINCE 1887 “SPERA IN DEO” HOPE COLLEGE ♦ HOLLAND, MICHIGANKletz beverage island renovation Post-Hope
‘Potential mold issues’ spurs Dining Services’ hasty redesign and reconstruction after°graduatk)n*?
Photo by Liz M artin
CUSTOM-BUILT BEVERAGE ISLAND TO COME —  After discovering plumbing and poten­
tial mold issues, Dining Services decided to construct a new beverage island.
Hannah Gingrich
G uest W riter
Anyone who frequents the 
Kletz is aware of one big thing 
missing: the beverage island. 
Prior to Christmas break, 
Kletz-goer's could choose from 
a variety of different beverages. 
Now, drinks can be found in a 
couple of coolers to be bought in 
pre-packaged containers. There 
is also a stand where students 
may help themselves to free ice 
water.
“We got notification that 
there was a plumbing issue,” said 
Bob Van Heukelom, director 
of Dining Services. The island, 
installed in the 1970s, was 
made mostiy of particle board 
with a stainless steel top. When 
Dining Services learned of 
the plumbing problems, they 
realized something needed to be 
done.
“We were concerned about 
potential mold issues,” Van 
Heukelom said, though he cited 
other problems such as the weak
Vivian Liu
C a m p u s C o-Editor
For many students at Hope 
College, meals at Phelps Din­
ing Hall would not be the same 
without Rosemary Bannerman 
to greet them at the door. Her 
smiling face and friendliness 
even on bleak winter days are 
something students look for­
ward to.
Bannerman took the time to 
share about herself.
The Anchor: What do you 
enjoy most about working at 
Phelps Dining Hall?
Bannerman: “The people. I 
love working with the people. 
The experiences that IVe had.
Tve done a lot of things, 
not just up at the front. I used 
to have my own station where 
The Globe is now. It was called 
the Butch Block. I did the Panini 
sandwiches and made pb&j's. I 
met a lot of students then.
“And I worked in the salad 
bar during the summer. And 
where the Chihople is now, I 
worked at what was called the
particle board. Students who 
leaned on the tray slides would 
further damage the island. Water
Bistro, and so I worked there for 
a little while, and that was pretty 
fun too.
“And then a lady left because 
she had gotten remarried. When
leaking from the plumbing 
would pool underneath the 
cabinet, making it impossible to
she left, they said that God laid it 
on our hearts that you were the 
right person for the job, so I got 
to be hostess."
The Anchor: What is some-
mop up unless staff moved the 
entire cabinet out of the way. 
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thing that you would like stu­
dents to know about you?
Bannerman: “I want them to
s e e  ROSEMARY, p a g e  10
Allison Barnes
G uest W riter
Michigan is known for 
having a bleak forecast, not only 
in climate but also in the job 
market. The most recent United 
States Bureau of Labor Statistics 
report states Michigan has a 
9.1 percent of unemployment, 
making it the sixth highest 
unemployed state as of October 
2012.
With graduation on May 
4, there are mixed feelings 
among Hope College students 
about employment after Hope. 
Select students are optimistic 
about gaining employment 
after graduation. Yet many 
are questioning if jobs will be 
available for them in Michigan 
after they graduate.
Austin Farah (’13), a 
management major, said the 
Michigan job landscape is 
“pretty tough” and considered 
moving out of Michigan for 
employment.
He commented on the 
availability of jobs in his 
hometown, Bloomfield Hills, 
saying, "I think there are jobs 
available, but hard to find.”
According to the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor, Bloomfield Charter 
Township had a 6.8 percent 
unemployment rate in October.
Farah is also the Business 
Club’s director of membership 
and operations and did provide 
an optimistic view for the 
economy. “I think it will get 
better. I’m  glad I’m  graduating 
now instead of two years ago.”
Farah reported that he had 
been interviewing for jobs, 
and has accepted a job with JP 
Morgan in Grosse Point and will 
start in July.
“If you know people, it makes 
it easier,” he said.
“[Employers] want to see 
what you’ve done, that you have 
experience.”
Nursing major Courtney 
Mulder (’14) thinks her 
hometown, Kalamazoo, has 
some job opportunities. The 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
reports Kalamazoo had an 
unemployment rate of 8.2 
percent in October.
“I think there are jobs 
available if people search them 
out— big name companies aren’t
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Rosemary reveals reason for smiles
Phelps hostess talks about her experiences, interests, and love of students at H op e
Photo by Vivian Liu
STILL SMILING—  After working at Hope for 17 years, Rosemary Is prepared as always to 
welcome students to lunch at Phelps Dining Hall.
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Flying Dutch wins MIAA tournament
Hope’s women's basketball team dominates Calvin 
on Saturday
Page 11
W h a t ’s Inside W orld 3 | A rts 5 | Features 7 | Voices 8
G ot a story idea? Let us k n o w  at a n c h o r @ h o p e . e d u , or call us at 395-7877. ~
S p o r t s  1 1
Students give advice about finding employment in bleak job forecastT his W eek at H ope
Wednesday Feb. 27
Philosophy Speaker Series: 
Luke Manning Ph.D.
Graves 206, 3  p.m.
Wednesday Feb. 27
First Half Semester Classes 
end 
All D a y
Thursday Feb. 28
Opera Workshop
Wjchers Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Monday March 4
25th Annual Musical Showcase 
D e V o s  P er fo rm an ce  Hall, 3 0 3  M o n r o e  
A v e  N W ,  G r a n d  Rapids, Ml, 8  p.m.
In  B rief
WILL S A C  BE BUYING Y O U R  
TEXTBOOKS?
Auditions for the Really 
Big Talent Show, which is 
sponsored by SAC (Student 
Activities Committee), will take 
place on Thursday, Friday, and 




Participants who progress 
through the audition process will 
have the opportunity to perform 
at the talent show on April 5.
The winner or winners of 
the talent show will receive a 
semester’s worth of books, up to 
$650, from the Hope Book Store.
♦ JOBS, from page 1
going to be advertising, but 
jobs are there, you just got to be 
searching for them,” said Mulder.
Overall, Mulder says nursing 
has good prospects, especially 
for specialized nurses. She has 
optimism for job opportunities 
in nursing because of her 
professors' encouragement.
“They keep telling us, ‘there 
are going be jobs out there.”'
Although jobs are assured 
in nursing, Mulder is willing 
to make sacrifices to ensure 
meaningful employment,
including up to an hour 
commute to a job.
“I will go wherever I can to 
find a job that I enjoy, whether I 
go out of Michigan or if I stay in 
Michigan,” said Mulder.
Like Farah, senior Jessica Frey 
has already secured employment 
after graduation at Dematic 
Corporation in Grand Rapids. 
She is an engineering major with 
a mechanical emphasis, and has 
a double minor in mathematics 
and management.
Frey was not expecting 
to receive employment this 
quickly, but found employment 
through the Grand Valley State 
University Fall Job Fair.
“I assumed I would have 
to wait until spring [to find 
employment].”
Frey is from Linden, Michigan
and is excited about being able 
to stay in Michigan.
All of these students’ 
opinions amplify what Dale 
Austin, the director of Hope 
College’s Career Development 
Center, discussed about the 
current Michigan job market.
“The state is doing better than 
it has and there are increasing 
opportunities for jobs. The key 
to getting a good job is to be a 
good candidate," said Austin.
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Austin also said there are 
Michigan employers who are 
hiring and there is a general 
trend of hiring and economic 
growth.
He mentioned the Grand 
Valley State University Fall Job 
Fair this past October, which 
Hope is a participant in, had the 
largest number of employers 
there to date.
However, Austin has also 
seen a shift in students finding 
work outside of Michigan. He
said, "I think over the last couple 
years, there has been a trend of 
graduates looking out of state 
for jobs.”
The U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics reports that 
Michigan’s surrounding states 
such as Indiana, Wisconsin, 
Illinois, and Ohio all had lower 
unemployment rates.
The trend of moving within 
Michigan for employment is also 
apparent.
“[The] east side of the state is 
still struggling, but it clearly has 
improved since the automotive 
bailout,” said Austin. “The west 
side continues to have good 
opportunities and expansion, as 
indicated by the [Grand Valley] 
career fair.”
Austin mentioned there 
is hiring in selected sections. 
Specifically, the U.S. is growing 
in four “hot areas”: the sciences, 
engineering, health care, and 
education.
“There are lots of 
opportunitites in systems 
operations. Michigan is 
much tougher to find a job in 
education,” said Austin.
Not all hope should be lost 
for those not majoring in the 
“hot areas.” Austin listed some 
clear advantages for all Hope 
students.
The first advantage listed
was a liberal arts education. 
Austin said a liberal arts 
education “intentionally aims 
at helping students develop 
critical thinking, writing, and 
communication within groups 
and individually."
Austin said the second 
advantage was Hope's small 
classroom sizes, which facilitate 
development in critical thinking, 
writing, and communication.
The third advantage was the 
ability to obtain internships, 
not only within West Michigan, 
but also in large cities, such as 
Washington D.C., Philadelphia, 
Chicago, and New York City. 
Austin recommends students 
have internship experience. 
He urges students to look for 
internships in their college 
career.
“Do not wait until the second 
semester of senior year to start 
looking for an internship.”
Lastly, Austin said Hope 
students’ ability to work 
with faculty on research and 
special projects creates a 
mentor-mentee relationship, 
which promotes personal and 
professional growth.
It seems that the future might 
not look too gloomy for Hope 
students, as the clouds might 
be clearing in time for May 
graduation.
Honoring the first international 
an d minority H o p e  graduates
P hotos by M adalyn M uncy
PIONEERS OF DIVERSITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION -
Portraits of Hope College’s first international and minority 
students were unveiled in Martha Miller on Feb. 2. Kumaji 
Klmura and Motoichiro Oghiml (bottom) were Hope’s two 
first international students. Both Japanese students gradu­
ated In 1879. James Collins Ottlpoby (top left), who gradu­
ated in 1925, was the first Native American graduate from 
Hope. James Carter Dooley Jr. (top right), Hope’s first Afri­
can-American graduate, was In the class of 1932. All four 
paintings were the work of Grand Rapids artist Paul Collins.
BECAUSE IWARM MILKIS FOR CHILDRE^J
LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
SUNDAY - FRIDAY ★ 9 P M -  CLOSE
$ 1 OFF All Tall Drafts 
$2 Select Shots 
$3 Premium Liquor Specials 
$3 Select Appetizers
HI
2899 WEST SHORE DR.
HOLLAND
616.399.9461
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Death from the skies: the implications of unmanned warfare
THOSE AREN’T FIREWORKS— Unmanned aerial vehicle 
mechanically delivers its deadly payload.
Sa’eed Husalnl
W orl d N e w s  C o-Editor
It was only about a year 
and a half ago that three, CIA- 
approved drone missiles tore 
through a village meeting in 
Pakistan's northern Waziristan 
where 40 men had gathered to 
settle a communal dispute. This 
incident in northern Waziristan 
is just one example of the CIA- 
targeted killing missions that 
have reached high numbers 
since the launch of the CIA’s 
“secret” unmanned drone cam­
paign in 2004. The massacre of 
these men, many of whom were 
civilians, contributed to outcries 
internationally— and certainly 
within Pakistan— concerning the 
legality and moral justifiability 
of these drone strikes.
“The fear of attack from American drones is a daily reality”
Domestically, the conver­
sation surrounding the use of 
unmanned aerial vehicles has 
tended to center on questions 
regarding whether or not the 
names of American citizens can 
legally feature on the president’s 
“kill list” of insurgents. These 
concerns have recently inspired 
much fuss in Washington, where
the president's nomination of 
John O. Brennen as CIA director 
has been challenged by a num­
ber of senators. Besides issues 
related to the targeting of Amer­
icans, increased congressional 
oversight and access to the legal 
opinions that justify the admin­
istration’s use of drones have 
been the commodities for which 
these senators have hoped to 
barter Brennen's confirmation.
Despite Obama’s recent State 
of the Union promise to make 
transparent his administration’s 
policy on drone usage, these re­
cent congressional efforts have 
been met with more strategic
sidestepping than enthusiastic 
bean-spilling. The administra­
tion has, of course, consistently 
cited that public access to the 
internal workings of its security 
apparatus would undermine the 
confidentiality and thus the ef­
fectiveness of its counterterror­
ism program. Yet for many both 
domestically and internation­
ally this effectiveness remains an 
elusive target for the administra­
tion’s efforts.
Although the legal and po­
litical concerns regarding the 
targeting of American citizens 
dominate the domestic conver­
sation, the massacre in north­
ern Waziristan illustrates some 
of the larger concerns that may 
be linked to this increased re­
liance on unmanned warfare. 
Again, just how effective these 
“precision” killings really are as 
a counterterrorism instrument, 
becomes an appropriate ques­
tion when reports by Pakistani 
human rights agencies of several 
hundred civilians casualties (300 
strikes in Pakistan alone since 
2004) are taken into consider­
ation.
The legal legitimacy of the 
manner in which strikes are 
executed is another major con­
cern that accompanies the use 
of these aerial assassins. The fact 
that the administration’s own 
internal principles— rather than 
due process of the law— have 
governed its decisions on the 
execution of individuals on the 
“kill list" has also been the ba­
sis for criticism regarding their 
legality based on international 
law.
Also at issue is the ques­
tion of whether these practi­
cally extra-judicial killings are 
not in fact breedingmore anti- 
U.S. sentiments than they are 
counteracting terrorism. Cases 
such as the northern Waziristan 
episode reasonably breed the 
sort of resentment against the 
U.S. that can easily adopt more 
radicalized expression. Family 
members and communities that
have witnessed such tragedies 
may be driven to embrace actors 
and ideologies they may them­
selves have initially considered 
extreme. From this standpoint, 
perhaps drone strikes serve the 
anti-terrorism effort only in 
propagating the vicious cycle of 
violence radicalization and re­
taliation it exists to combat.
Also worth considering— in 
light of recent innovations in 
countries like Iran— is the no­
tion that America’s populariza­
tion of the use of drones could 
potentially be establishing an in­
ternational precedent other na­
tions and organizations will seek 
to follow. Increased normaliza­
tion of drone use by the U.S. may 
virtually guarantee their use in 
the future by other nations and 
groups, confirming the eminent 
caveat that “he who lives by the 
[drone] will die by it.”
Although drones have cer­
tainly made it easier to go after 
America’s enemies abroad, they 
have also raised a host of issues 
related to transparency and le­
gality that in coming months will 
continue to inspire enlivened de­
bate. What remains to be seen is 
how emerging new stipulations 
on drone use will impact the 
lives of people living in places 
like northern Waziristan, where 
besides terrorism, the fear of at­
tack from American drones is a 
daily reality.
Chinese cyber penetration sparks increased tensions
Photo Courtesy of AP
ENTER THE MATRIX—  Serious deliberations ongoing at the Global Operations Security Con­
trol Centre, where military networks are protected from world-wide cyber attacks.
U.S. seeks to bolster defense system against looming and ever-increasing 
threats of digital information 
extraction
Timothy Cook
G uest W riter
In 2012, Chinese and 
American heads of state met in 
Los Cabos, Mexico to discuss 
the importance of dialogue 
and the strengthening of 
international relationships. As 
a continuation of what seems 
to be a ritual between these 
powerful leaders, this meeting 
and others like it are critically 
important factors in exploring 
the true relationship between 
China and America.
Beneath the formalities of 
these discussions exists a very 
prominent rivalry that includes 
geopolitical conflict and 
economic competition. China 
is expected to double its defense 
budget by 2015, while the U.S. 
defense budget has seen some 
undesired contractions. Even as 
this implied challenge becomes 
more prominent, the U.S. is 
starting to feel threatened on 
another, more insidious front: 
the information front.
The realm of information 
technology is arguably one the
newest and most unpredictable 
aspects of modern civilization. 
Because our lives are now 
dependent on the Internet in 
countless ways, many nations 
now consider informational 
advancement a strategic asset 
in its own right. Developed 
nations are now taking steps to 
secure sensitive online systems, 
or at best move these sensitive 
documents offline altogether. 
Nonetheless, even when the 
government chooses to take 
action, private assets can still 
be vulnerable to hacking from 
foreign competitors.
It is for this purpose that 
the Chinese People’s Liberation 
Army created Unit 61398, the 
first division of its kind designed 
to wage a shadowy war of ones 
and zeroes on computer screens. 
Based out of a nondescript 
skyscraper in Shanghai, Unit 
61398 employs thousands 
of trained hackers whose 
jobs are to seek out sensitive 
caches of online information
66
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held in foreign nations and 
extract it through any means 
possible. Though Unit 61398 is 
considered a military enterprise, 
its employees are not directly 
involved in the military. The unit 
offers a scholarship to Chinese 
students with a master’s degree 
in computer science, provided 
they keep the nature of their 
work secret.
The methodical organization 
and determination that the 
Chinese have committed to 
the goal of online information
theft has naturally proposed 
a significant threat. The 
U.S.-based, private security 
firm Mandiant has made 
considerable efforts toward 
identifying these attacks and 
devising an applicable defense 
system. Mandiant identified 
security breaches in more than 
140 companies which can be 
linked to Chinese cyber hacking.
Until recently, the U.S. 
government has been less than 
willing to admit the true extent 
of Chinese cyber penetration,
partly out of fear of what 
classified information might be 
revealed and partly to ensure 
good relations with China. 
Hong Lei, of the Chinese foreign 
ministry, has publicly denied 
that any Chinese are involved in 
hacking while Gang Yancheng of 
the defense ministry stated that 
the U.S. has itself been involved 
in cyber attacks on the Chinese. 
The Obama administration 
states that fines and trade 
penalties are being considered 
to deter cyber attacks.
Keystone offers energy independence
Toxic liquid spills f ro m  pipelines, by county
Aggregates. 1990 to June 2011
H a
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3
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J * X :
CUSHING, OKLA 
A major distribution 
hub (or crude oil. 
Payne County had 
the fifth- highest 
volume, with 2.7 
million gallons 
spilled.
HARRIS COUNTY. TEX. 
Houston's county, had 
the highest volume, with 
4.5 million gallons in 
over 200 spills.
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Jefferson Davis Parish had the 
second-highest volume, with 3.2 
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G raphic Courtesy of N e w York Times
PIPELINE HAZARDS—  This infographic displays toxic pipleine spills from 1990 to 2011.
Pipeline extension seeks to take advantage of Canadian alliance
Wesley Rleth
W orld N e w s C o-Editor
The debate surrounding 
the proposed extension of the
2.000- mile Keystone pipeline 
—  also known as the Keystone 
XL —  has achieved what most 
ephemeral political phenomena 
these days have failed to do: 
keep trending on Twitter 
almost five years after the initial 
negotiations began. Indeed, it 
was in 2008 that TransCanada, 
an oil corporation operating 
and maintaing thousands of 
miles of pipeline throughout 
the United States, first unveiled 
the proposed extension to the 
pipeline.
Nonetheless, here we 
are in 2013, with nothing to 
show for our negotiations save 
enough bureaucratic red tape 
to circumnavigate the globe 
at least twice. The delay may 
be warranted, however, if we 
consider the way in which this 
debate has exemplified the 
unique strengths inherent to a 
disagreement involving large 
corporations with billions of 
dollars at stake, special interest 
groups, private homeowners, 
and a presidential administration 
with a propensity to place public 
appeasement as the highest 
priority (as is readily seen by the
40.000- plus Keystone protestors 
who gathered in Washington 
D.C. this past Sunday).
Despite the relatively large 
size of the Keystone debate, it 
remains part of an even larger 
(and more pressing) policy 
agenda: achieving the once-
unimaginable feat of complete 
U.S. energy independence, 
promised by almost every 
president since the Arab Oil 
Embargo. It's been promised so 
often because the foreign policy 
ramifications of such a triumph 
would be astounding; its promise 
has been broken even more 
often because, up until recent 
technological developments, it 
has been next to impossible.
Furthermore, the
International Energy Agency’s 
speculation on U.S. energy 
independence by 2030 has not 
only spurred an onslaught of a 
seductive plethora of facts and 
figures to support the cause, 
but also cemented in the hearts 
and minds of most American 
citizens and politicians that this 
is not a question of if, but when 
it will be achieved. Jonathan 
Peterson, of the Hope College 
Geology and Environmental 
Science Departments, offered 
a well-rounded analysis of the 
issue at hand. He states, “Energy 
independence must be a goal 
for the United States, along 
with a diversified energy policy. 
Utilization of North American 
reserves will strengthen the 
U.S. economy and also has the 
potential to significantly, and 
positively, reshape American 
foreign policy.”
Peterson’s analysis is 
completely valid and extremely 
accurate. The unencumbered 
appetite of the U.S. economy 
is fed by petroleum. Energy 
independence would surely help 
relieve the expensive burden of 
unpredictable Middle Eastern 
relations. A diversified energy 
portfolio is most likely the fastest 
and safest way to achieve these 
goals. All Americans should 
be concerned with debate on 
energy solutions, whether you
drive a Prius or a Ford F-250.
However, instead of 
asking how to achieve energy 
independence (and extend 
the Keystone pipeline), we 
must reformat the question to 
incorporate the verb should. 
Should we support Canada’s 
destruction of vast tracts of 
land in the Alberta wilderness? 
Should we sacrifice a healthy 
groundwater supply in order to
remain blind to our addiction to 
gasoline? Should we continue to 
exploit the workers, land, and 
resources of our nation at an 
ever-increasing rate to claim a 
purely rhetorical “secure energy 
future?"
As Americans, we pride 
ourselves on optimism and 
portfolio is most likely the 
fastest and safest way to 
achieve these goals. To be sure,
these are not unacceptable 
traits in and of themselves. 
However, coupled with notions 
of unbridled expansion and 
exploitation, they morph into an 
irrational motive to pursue an 
unsustainable future. We believe 
our technology can keep up with 
our appetite. I beg you all to lift 
your eyes from the luminescent 
glow of your smart phone and 
reconsider.
Small farmer faces corporate lawsuit
Photo Courtesy of A P
I’LL TAKE IT TO ‘EM—  Vernon Hugh Bowman, of Sandborn, 
IN., stands in front of the Lincoln memorial earlier this week. 
The 75 year-old Is challenging agribusiness giant Monsanto.
Lauren Madison
G uest W riter
The famed agricultural 
goliath Monsanto Co. and its 
mass-produced genetically 
modified seeds are once again 
the subjects of a U.S. Supreme 
Court case. The suit, Monsanto 
v. Bowman, which was heard 
before the Supreme Court on 
Feb. 19, could set important 
legal precedents concerning 
patent law.
Since 1996, Monsanto 
has cornered the market on 
soybeans, with its “Roundup 
Ready" variety genetically 
engineered to withstand the 
effects of herbicides. As with any 
invention, Monsanto patented 
its product; in this case, the 
“product” happened to be its 
modification of the soybean’s 
genetic code. Under U.S. patent 
law, the modified genes are 
the intellectual property of 
Monsanto. In order to ensure 
a continuing profit, Monsanto 
mandates that its buyers sign a 
“Technology Agreement," which 
makes them agree not to save
0S:\ j.v
seeds and replant them, but to 
repurchase from Monsanto year 
after year. As such, farmers in 
possession of crops grown from 
patented seeds without having 
paid for them can be sued for 
copyright infringement.
Such was the case with 
Vernon Hugh Bowman, an 
Indiana soybean farmer who 
in 2007 found himself the 
defendant in a lawsuit initiated
by Monsanto. Bowman had in 
his field the “Roundup Ready" 
variety of soybeans, but because 
he was planting late in the 
season, had not purchased the 
pricy Monsanto seeds as he had 
in the past. Rather, he opted 
for what he viewed at the time 
as a lower-risk investment: 
purchasing his soybeans from 
a local grain elevator, for much 
less cost than the Monsanto
*■. '■.r ^ r '■'ny .r r
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variety. Included in this batch 
of soybeans was the “Roundup 
Ready" variety. But because the 
soybeans in the elevator were 
intended to serve as a product in 
themselves and not as seeds to be 
planted, Bowman did not have to 
sign a “Technology Agreement.” 
After planting the soybeans and 
harvesting a successful crop that 
season, Bowman saved the seeds 
and later replanted them.
After nearly six years, the 
case was brought to the U.S. 
Supreme Court last week. 
Though a decision has yet to 
be reached, the majority of the 
Supreme Court justices seemed 
skeptical of Bowman’s defense. 
According to Justice Sotomayor, 
“The Exhaustion Doctrine 
permits you to use the goods 
that you buy. It never permits 
you to make another item from 
that item you bought.”
Chief Justice Roberts agreed: 
"Why in the world would 
anybody spend any money to try 
to improve the seed if, as soon as 
they sold the first one, anybody 
could grow more and have as
oh! 1?frA * +t
many of those seeds as they 
want?” Other justices seemed 
likewise to believe that Bowman 
had violated patent law by 
saving the seeds and replanting 
them, even though he was not 
under contract with Monsanto 
at the time. Interestingly, Justice 
Clarence Thomas, who is a 
former Monsanto lawyer, did 
not recuse himself from the case.
Though the case itself may 
seem relatively black and 
white when viewed in terms of 
patent law, it raises important 
ethical questions about the 
nature of large corporations 
in agriculture and the use of 
genetically modified seeds. It 
isn’t uncommon for Monsanto 
to be depicted as a great bully 
policing and taking advantage 
of small farmers who can barely 
manage to foot the bills of a 
lawsuit. Many even question 
the practice of patenting itself in 
such a context; after all, should 
a large, government-subsidized 
industry have the power to 
patent genes, the fabric of life 
itself?
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Dancing tradition going strong
H o p e  College Dance Department to put on annual event, which has been popular for almost four decades
Photo by Erik A lberg
LADIES IN LAVENDER—  Dancers perform “Waltz of the Hours” from the famous classical 
ballet “Coppella” as part of Dance 39 .
Wednesday Feb. 27
Steve Nelson Photography 
Exhibit
D e P r e e  Art Gallery (runs through 
M a r c h  14)
Friday March 1
Dance 39
Knickerbocker Theatre 8  p.m. (runs 
on Saturday a n d  M a r c h  7-9)
Monday March 4
DeVos Musical Showcase 
D e V o s  P er fo rm an ce  Hall 8  p.m.
In  B rief
A C A D E M Y  A W A R D  W I N S
The Oscar winners of 2013 were 
revealed this past Sunday at the 
annual ceremony in Hollywood. 
“Argo" won the Best Picture 
prize, which was announced by 
First Lady Michelle Obama, who 
was streamed in from the White 
House. Ang Lee was honored 
with the award for Best Direc­
tor for his work in “Life of Pi." 
Daniel Day-Lewis was awarded 
Best Actor for “Lincoln” and 
Jennifer Lawrence was awarded 
Best Actress for “Silver Linings 
Playbook.” Christoph Waltz and 
Anne Hathaway took the Best 
Supporting Actor and Actress 
Oscars for their work in “Djan­
go Unchained” and “Les Mis- 
erables” respectively. “Life of Pi” 
took home the most awards for 
the night with a total of four.
Irma Cruz
A rts C o-editor
It was 39 years ago that 
Maxine DeBruyn, the founder 
of Hope College’s Dance 
Department, started Dance 1. 
This year, the Dance Department 
celebrates their 39th year with 
Dance 39. It premieres this 
Friday, March 1 and has other 
showings on March 2, 7, 8 and 
9. All performances will start 
at 8 p.m. at the Knickerbocker 
Theatre.
Dance 39 is a faculty and 
ex-faculty choreographed 
concert, as opposed to the more 
traditional student directed 
dance shows. Auditions and a 
professional setting are two of 
the elements that distinguish 
this concert from other Hope 
dance concerts. Auditions 
are open to the entire Hope 
student body giving them the 
opportunity to- perform in 
a more professional setting. 
This year there are five faculty 
members, two guest artistsand 
65 dancers participating. In 
addition, a stage manager and 
lighting, sound, costumes and 
backstage technical teams help 
make the show run as it should.
Dance 39 features two 
guest artists: Sharon Wong
and Anne-Rene Petrarca.
Wong is distinguished by 
her participation in the jazz 
department of New York City’s 
Alvin Alley School and currently 
teaches in the United States 
and internationally. Petrarca is 
notable for being the founder 
and artistic-director of the dance 
company. Sculpted Motion and 
she is, at present, a modern 
dancer and Alexander technique 
teacher and choreographer.
Dance 39 is also unique 
because of the diversity of styles
and music it encompasses. This 
year, the concert includes styles 
like hip-hop, modern, classical 
ballet, lyrical and jazz. Without 
a doubt, this is the kind of 
entertainment that will appeal 
to the entire audience in one 
way or another. The performers 
and choreographers assure the 
viewers that no one will leave 
the event without liking at least 
one of the seven pieces.
Following the pattern of 
greatness. Dance 39 guarantees
a memorable concert as it 
includes large sets, a classical 
ballet piece and multiple 
complicated tricks. This year 
expect a few performances to 
include a theatrical element that 
will both surprise and satisfy the 
spectators.
Some of the performances 
include: “Ain’t Life Grand,”
“Legendary,” and a recreated 
“Waltz of the Hours.” "Ain't Life 
Grand” is a piece that includes 
S E E  DANCE, P AG E  10Concert series brings the Unknown to Holland
Portland band U nknown Mortal Orchestra performing at Park Theatre with openers Wampire and Foxygen
THE GANG’S ALL HERE—  Unknown Mortal Orchestra released their second album this past 
month and will perform select songs from the record on March 6.
Leigh Clouse
A rts Co -Editor
Holland will host an 
intriguing brand of rock music 
come March 6 when the band 
Unknown Mortal Orchestra is 
set to perform at Park Theatre at 
8 p.m. along with Foxygen and 
Wampire for this Hope College 
Concert Series (HCCS) event.
Unknown Mortal Orchestra 
consists of lead singer and 
guitarist Ruban Nielson, who 
hails from New Zealand, bassist 
Jake Portrait and drummer Riley 
Geare, both of whom Nielson 
met when he moved to Portland, 
Oregon. Together, they released 
a track “FFunny FFriends” on 
the internet, which received 
high praise and led them to form 
the band.
A year later in the summer 
of 2011, they released their first 
full-length and self-titled album, 
which mixed elements of lo-fi 
and classic rock with soul and 
funk that was reminiscent of 
the Brit invaders The Kinks. It 
was acclaimed by critics and the 
public alike. Pitchfork described 
the record as “an expert use of 
space... [that] manages a unique 
immersive and psychedelic 
quality...”
Their second album “II,” 
which just came out several 
weeks ago builds on the charm 
of their first release while also 
branching out in a brave and 
intriguing way. It was written
during the band’s grueling tour 
for their first album, which 
“illustrates the emotional 
turmoil of life on the road, 
painting surrealist, cartoonish 
portraits of loneliness, love 
and despair," according to the 
band’s label Jagjaguwar. The 
second record is indeed darker, 
funkier and weirder, making 
it a surprising feast for the
ears. Rolling Stone described 
“11" to be like “heaven with 
psychedelic guitar-pop that’s 
alluringly out of focus" while 
NPR praised it for “[thriving] 
on its air of strangeness and 
unknowability..."
The band’s live show has 
also been commended for 
its energetic and charismatic 
presence, another plus for
potential attendees. The Owl 
Mag reported that their music 
“translates perfectly to a live 
setting. The three-piece band is 
tight and sounds fantastic.” 
Foxygen and Wampire, 
the night’s openers, have also 
garnered their fair share of 
praise. Foxygen, an indie rock Los 
Angeles-based duo comprised of 
Sam France and Jonathan Rado,
perform music that is highly 
influenced by 1960s psychedelia 
and avant-garde. Their work also 
carries hints of The Beatles, Bob 
Dylan and The Clash. They also 
recently released their second 
album, “We Are the 21st Century 
Ambassadors of Peace Sc Magic," 
which Rhapsody describes as 
feeling as “cozily familiar as 
a pen pal from an exotic land 
you’ll never visit."
Wampire, another outfit 
from Pordand, blends a breezy 
electronic vibe with a soulful 
rock sound. Comprised of 
Eric Phipps, Rocky Tinder, 
Cole Browning, Kevin Rafn 
and Andrew Meininger, their 
new album “Curiosity" will be 
released this May. Produced 
by band member Portrait of 
Unknown Mortal Orchestra, 
the record has been described 
as a “platter and assortment of 
sounds" by Phipps.
Whether a fan or a newbie to 
their music, one can be sure that 
Unknown Mortal Orchestra 
and friends will put on a show 
not to be missed, their songs 
an amalgamation of both old 
sounds and new. Tickets for 
the show are on sale now and 
are $10 for the public and $5 
for Hope students. They can be 
purchased online through the 
Hope Ticket Office or can be 
bought in person at the DeVos 
Fieldhouse. Any remaining 
tickets will be sold at the door. 
Doors open at 7:30 p.m.
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Out with old, in with the new: The end of a (TV) era
Elena Rivera
C o-Editor-in-Chief
This year marks the end of the 
sitcom formula that has dictated 
the TV landscape for the last 
decade. The years of 2000- 
2006 were populated by shows 
like “Arrested Development," 
“30 Rock,” and “The Office," all 
of which had unique markers 
of comedy that changed how 
shows now operate.
“Arrested Development,” 
while cancelled in 2003, has now 
become a classic comedy that 
has found life on DVD and new 
seasons on Netflix. The show 
focuses on a dysfunctional family 
that has to recuperate after their
patriarch is discovered to have 
been involved in a corporate 
accounting scandal. The family 
learns to live with less money 
than they are used to, and 
navigates their tumultuous 
relationships with each other. 
The idea of “riches to rags” isn’t 
unique, but the execution of the 
show is.
The show is full of humor: 
background scenes add to 
the humor of the situation by 
including a clever tide or by 
making connections with past 
episodes. There is physical 
comedy, as well as brilliant 
wordplay.
“Arrested Development" was
also one of the first shows to use 
cutaways to create even more 
moments of humor. A cutaway 
is where a character references 
something and the scene then 
cuts to that reference, whether 
as a joke or to fill in a plot detail. 
“Arrested Development” uses 
these to expound on jokes they 
told previously in the episode, 
and even in other seasons. This 
adds to the mile-a-minute joke 
formula that makes “Arrested 
Development" popular with 
critics.
“30 Rock," Tina Fey’s 
fictionalization of her time at 
“Saturday Night Live," came out 
of this “Arrested Development" 
model. The jokes, the physical 
comedy, the cutaways, the 
larger-than-life characters...all 
of this is present in “Arrested 
Development” and adapted 
by “30 Rock.” Tina Fey puts 
her own spin on the “Arrested 
Development” formula and 
uses it to skewer her show’s 
parent company, NBC, as well as 
everything from political events 
to fighting stereotypical gender 
roles.
“30 Rock” ■ increased the 
pace and the complexity of 
a network sitcom, with help 
from the model that “Arrested 
Development” had begun years 
earlier. Shows like “Community," 
“Suburgatory,” “Happy Endings” 
and “Cougar Town" owe some 
of their pop culture panache
and quick-paced humor to “30 
Rock."
“The Office,” unlike “Arrested 
Development” and “30 Rock,” 
presented a new stylization for 
a sitcom: the mockumentary. 
The show is narratively framed 
through a fictional documentary 
crew covering the lives of office 
workers in a Scranton, PA paper 
company. Characters in the 
show acknowledged the camera’s 
presence in various ways: 
characters talk to the camera 
crew one-on-one in a talking 
head, where one character gives 
a confession or an aside about 
a situation, or stare into the 
camera to give the film crew a 
reaction, or refrain from saying 
things if cameras are around.
“The Office" began as a show 
centered around a wacky boss 
and his employees, but is very 
much grounded in realism and 
drama, especially concerning 
the will-they/won't-they
relationship between Jim, a 
sales representative, and Pam, 
the receptionist. “The Office” 
became less realistic and more 
focused on broad humor as the 
seasons went on, but its roots 
are based in the drama of the 
everyday.
“The Office” and its new 
mockumentary format inspired 
many of the shows on today, 
including “Parks and Recreation” 
and “Modern Family,” showing 
that this new way of addressing
the camera and speaking to the 
audience was a trend that would 
continue.
But 2013 brings the end of 
“30 Rock” and “The Office,” 
two pioneers that have helped 
to shape the sitcom landscape 
today. What will the next decade 
of sitcoms look like in the U.S.? 
One theory is that they will 
look like “Louie,” Louis C.K.’s 
experimental and personalized 
show on FX. Unlike “Arrested 
Development” and “30 Rock,” 
“Louie” is a show that rarely 
has a simple joke/punchline 
set-up, and deals more with 
evoking moods and feelings, 
mirroring the realism of Louis 
C.K.'s own life. “Girls,” by Lena 
Dunham on HBO has taken the 
“Louie” model and used it to tell 
Dunham’s own story of being a 
woman in her mid-20s in New 
York City.
Perhaps this new realism and 
focus on characters that has 
begun in comedy is signaling a 
change from the historic notion 
of what a sitcom on television 
is like. The change from the 
slapstick and broad humor 
of earlier 1980s and 1990s to 
the fast-paced, pop-culture 
laden shows of the 2000s to the 
realistic and evocative sitcoms 
coming out now is a fascinating 
one to watch, and despite the 
ending of “30 Rock” and “The 
Office,” they still have a strong 
place in the formation of this
THE VOICE OP A GENERATION?- TV shows like “Girls” 
(pictured above) and “Louie” might usher in a more realistic, 
character-driven approach to entertainment on the tube.
Bridget Stenger
G uest W riter
Tao Lin, an emerging young 
writer and poet, brings us a raw 
lament against societal norms 
in his upcoming hovel “Taipei,” 
which is to be released on June 
4 by Vintage Books this year. Lin 
presents a new brand of writing 
born from the age of technology. 
His writing incorporates rising 
media and the new ways in 
which we relate to people. 
I found Lin's writing to be 
poignant, witty, challenging and, 
at times, uncomfortable.
In the book, the reader 
follows the main character 
Paul through a turbulent time 
of his life. He visits his parents' 
home in Taiwan, moves through 
several relationships, becomes 
slowly addicted to drugs, travels 
on book tours, and struggles 
with persistent memories and 
social isolation.
Paul navigates the challenges 
of the art and literary social 
scenes in Manhattan and 
ends a relationship. He moves 
on to Taipei, Taiwan, where 
he confronts memories of
Tao Lin, an emerg­
ing young writer and 
poet, brings us a raw 
lament against soci­
etal norms in his up­
coming novel.
childhood and begins to 
discover his familial roots. Back 
in New York, Paul learns about 
living on his own and seeks out a 
new relationship.
Along the way, he comes 
close to romance, gains publicity 
for his work, and stumbles 
into unlikely friendships. He 
creates many movies, reads 
articles on the Internet, and 
abuses a combination of drugs. 
Over time, Paul develops a 
relationship on the Internet, 
and after many road trips, an 
impromptu Las Vegas wedding 
takes place.
Lin writes very honestly 
and speaks about vacancy, lack 
of motivation, and internal 
struggle. I found his writing 
to be straightforward; I was 
surprised that he did not shy 
•away from narrating notably 
irritating habits (laziness) and 
unattractive thoughts (hatred of 
a parent).
Lin’s novel delves into how 
we view ourselves and how that 
view is shaped by the way others 
treat us. Paul begins to view 
himself differently based on the 
reactions of those around him. 
Preferring not to associate with 
most members of society, he 
moves from relative popularity 
to isolation.
While reading, I began 
to question popularity and 
confidence in our culture. 
Does confidence demand that 
an individual is well-liked and 
even admired by-peers? I think 
that indeed, a large amount of
our self-confidence is derived 
from the approval of others. Be 
it through the media, sports, 
socialization, or grades, we often 
determine who we are in part by 
what others say.
Very few things escape the 
effects of our materialistic and 
individualistic society, not even 
relationships. I was upset to 
realize that Paul mainly only 
chose to cultivate friendships 
with guys if they could connect 
him with a potential date and 
only with girls if they were a 
potential romantic relationship, 
aside from a few exceptions for 
drug hookups.
All too often today, romantic 
relationships are fleeting and 
based upon physical attraction, 
immediate gratification, and 
selfishness. Gone is the drive to 
work together and push through 
problems. This is such a loss for 
humanity.
Reading “Taipei” was an 
intriguing experience. Upon 
finishing the book, I sat there 
confused. I was not sure if I 
liked it, didn't care for it, or was 
ambivalent. Lin’s writing was 
very honest and had a strong 
voice of skepticism and dismay.
I did not agree with most 
of the principles and values 
represented on the surface of 
Lin’s book. However, I did find 
that digging deeper brought 
some good food for thought. 
Overall, I would recommend 
“Taipei" if you are prepared to 
be challenged and ready to learn 
about a new perspective.
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Dr. Seuss, who would turn 109 this March, wrote and illustrated with infectious 
imagination, spending his life work contributing 44 books to children’s literature. 
This genre is Pandoras Box for young readers: it shapes the unquenchable desire 
to read tor a lifetime. In memory of the Seuss legacy, this page commemorates im­
pactful books for young readers.
A  Series of Unfortunate Events
Jaclyn Brett
The three recently orphaned Baudelaire 
children are sent to live with the evil Count 
Olaf. They then escape and continuously at­
tempt to flee from his clutches.
I began this series at the age of ten, en­
raptured by the honest characters, unique 
humor, and engaging storyline. I now realize 
that it is much more than just a fun story; it 
deals with themes far beyond what I could 
see at the time.
Bonding between the siblings in dark 
times shows the importance of family, their 
attitude towards their misfortune taught a 
lesson of perseverance many never learn, 
and the theme of “don’t fight fire with fire" 
was set very literally throughout the story.
The most important thing that I took 
away from these books was a view about the 
world that was realistic, yet optimistic. Rath­
er than the happily-ever-afters and deus ex 
machinas of other children’s books, this se­
ries was honest about the fact that the world 
is a scary place.
Sometimes you won’t be ready for what 
comes your way, and life will undoubtedly 
have many unfortunate events. But I learned 
that since these characters didn't just give ev­
erything up for lost, I wouldn’t have to either.
Seeing the siblings connect, I learned that 
there is light in a dark world, and relying on 
each other is the best way to see it.
It will be a very fine day indeed when 
these books can teach my children these 
same lessons.
Junie B  J o n e s
Dani Pumfery
I think back to my kindergarten days, and I 
remember being the one who always did my best 
to stay out of trouble, out of the crippling fear of 
taking the walk of shame down to the principal's 
office.
My kindergarten days were nowhere near as 
eventful as those of Junie B. Jones. I remember 
reading these books as a child and being both 
awestruck and amused at the predicaments she 
got herself into, no matter how big they were.
For example, in the first book in the series, 
“Junie B. Jones and the Stupid Smelly Bus," Ju­
nie B.'s friend tells her a horror story about the 
school bus. This leads Junie B. to avoid riding the 
bus home and staying at the school after it closes, 
eventually leading her to call the police and the 
fire department to come rescue her.
Aside from the big situations Junie B. gets her­
self into, she goes through everyday things that a 
typical kindergartener would experience as well, 
such as classmate rivalry and a secret admirer, 
the latter of which is the main theme of “Junie B. 
Jones and the Mushy Gushy Valentime.”
Looking back on this book as an adult, I gain 
a whole new level of empathy for the adult fig­
ures in her life, realizing that Junie B. makes the 
lives of her mother and teachers just as eventful 
as hers!
Barbara Park provides a believable voice and 
perception of the world through the eyes of a 
six-year-old child. It wasn’t just the out-of-the- 
ordinary events that drew me to the series, but 
also Junie B.’s hilarious takes on everyday things 
that kept me from putting the books down.
The Little Mouse, The Red Ripe 
Strawberry, and the Big Hungry Bear
Dorothy Mitchell
Every kid has this one book that gets read aloud so 
many times that they could recite it from memory, but still 
can’t stop reading it.
Such was my experience with “The Little Mouse, The 
Red Ripe Strawberry, and the Big Hungry Bear," which was 
unfortunately both my and my younger brother Elliott’s. 
But no matter how many times I insisted that I knew it all 
by heart already, so we didn’t have to read it again I was 
enthralled once my father turned the first page.
This was the one book we could count on Dad not to 
fall asleep on, chiefly because Dad also liked it, and had a 
specially curious voice for reading it.
The story goes like this: Little Mouse finds a huuuuuuge 
Red Ripe Strawberry and realizes that the strawberry is 
too big to be hidden from the imminent Big Hungry Bear 
coming for it and he can’t eat it all by himself, so he is per­
suaded to share his spoils with the narrator.
That strawberry, gorgeously drawn, looks mouthwa­
tering, and the Little Mouse’s over-the-top efforts to hide 
the strawberry are hilarious. Nowadays, I really wonder 
about that narrator— is he innocent and benign, or might 
he have made up the threat to scare the Little Mouse and 
trick him into sharing?
Yet the Little Mouse hasn’t lost anything: he has half his 
strawberry, and he can be smug for successfully foiling the 
villain-that-never-appeared with the help of the narrator.
Gifts should be enjoyed, especially with friends. Oddly, 
the Little Mouse's attempts to hide, lock up, disguise, and 
bury the strawberry remind me of the wrong way to use 
a talent in Jesus’ "Parable of the Talents." The contrast of 
greed, selfishness, and selflessness in the attitudes of the 
Little Mouse and the narrator in this teeny tiny story is 
endlessly fascinating.
The Lion, the Witch a n d  the W a r d r o b e
Jourdan Rodammer
I was seven years old when my father gath­
ered me, my brothers and my sisters around the 
fireplace to hear him read from “The Lion, the 
Witch and the Wardrobe" by C.S. Lewis.
Those nights we spent cuddled into each 
other, deep in the throes of the story, meant far 
more then an evening of entertainment. I could 
not name it then, but hearing about a world so 
far from my own, so full of adventure and mys­
tery and beauty, stirred something to life in me 
that would never return to deep, child-like slum­
ber.
I now can decipher far more of the Chris­
tian nuances in the Chronicles of Narnia, many 
of which sailed over my head as a child. At the 
time, this was only a spectacular story, but one 
that tugged on my heartstrings in a deeply per­
sonal and lasting way.
I now recognize and name the thing that woke 
up in me years ago as a longing for a bigger sto­
ry, and a land beyond the one I can reach out to 
touch with my fingertips. This “awakening” set 
my life down a path of constant pursuit toward 
those things which are far more important than 
everyday life as we know it.
I thank God every day for getting ahold of me 
while I was still young enough to believe that I 
was made for a different world. I now find myself 
a twenty-year-old woman, attending college to 
be a writer, and intending to write the same kind 
of stories that first made me passionate about 
Aslan and wanting to be in the land where He 
resides.
T he  B.F.G.
Jullanne Brown
It is witching hour and the night is so silent 
that you can almost hear the stars shining. It is 
witching hour and I raise ever so gently from 
my warm bed, creep to the window and peek 
through the curtains.
I am a child, hoping to catch a glimpse of the 
enormous, dream-bearing B.F.G. My nerves 
thrill at the thought of being whisked away to 
giant land and my skin tingles in the cool still­
ness of night. It is witching hour and I am an 
adult, yet I find my eyes twitching to the win­
dows in a subconscious effort to see the Big 
Friendly Giant.
As an adult, I still catch myself dreaming of 
being little orphan Sophie, sitting snugly in the 
B.F.G’s ear. Roald Dahl’s fantasy becomes my 
own as I traipse around giant country and tip­
toe through dream land.
I crave the rough sounds of the B.F.G.’s jum­
bled speech and my imagination is fueled by 
the terrific creations that tumbled from Dahl’s 
pen.
Foods such as “snozzcumbers” and “frob- 
scottle” disgust and delight me. Even in their 
nonsense I can see them perfectly and imagine 
their foreign flavors. I am stimulated by such 
inventions of the mind.
Dahl challenges me to step outside the 
boundaries of reality in my writing. His work 
encourages me to be brave enough to bring 
the fantastic worlds in my imagination to life. 
Roald Dahl’s “The B.F.G.” has been, and contin­
ues to be an invaluable cache of creativity that
That’s the way it is Elena Rivera 
Co-Editor in ChiefFeel the warmth
I’ve been pretty discouraged 
lately: classes are piling on the 
homework, and although I’m  
constantly working, I feel like 
I'm never getting anything done. 
My to-do list has a front and 
back, and mostly I just want to 
throw my books into the fire, 
grab a tent, and go live in the 
wilderness where all I have to 
do is gather berries for food 
and fend off hungry bears. The 
winter is a big contributing 
factor to my general blues as 
well. I never knew that I would 
be wishing for Sahara Desert 
levels of heat, but I miss the 
warmth of the sun.
When I’m  feeling 
discouraged, I have turned to 
my group of friends this year 
more than ever, and they have 
supported me, laughed with me 
and shared their own joys and 
frustrations. College is a unique 
time for relationships; were all 
growing and changing in such 
big ways, yet we’re only here for 
four years —  a very tiny amount 
of time in the grand scheme of 
things. But in four years I’ve 
made friends that I feel closer 
with than people I have known 
for all of middle school and high 
school, and I think it’s directly 
because of all this growth that 
my relationships are stronger 
and deeper.
I remember coming to 
college as a scared freshman, 
not knowing anyone who even 
knew what upstate New York 
was. Branching out on my own
away from my family for four 
whole years seemed daunting, 
but everyone those first couple 
of weeks felt that way, and we 
bonded over those feelings as 
well as our mutual confusion 
over the difference between 
Van Zoeren and VanderWerf. 
(Confession: I honestly still 
don’t know the difference).
The way we curbed our 
homesickness and loneliness 
was by spending time with each 
other. Freshman year was full 
of exciting traditions. Almost 
every weekend we would watch 
“She's the Man" and quote every 
line. When we were all writing 
papers at 1 a.m. in the lounge, 
we would have silly dance 
parties and listen to Eminem; 
on Friday nights we would all 
huddle in my room, watching 
a movie way past quiet hours 
on the tiniest television in the 
world.
Freshman year was a year 
of adjustment, of figuring out 
where we fit in college. It was 
difficult, like all transitions are, 
but we eventually got used to 
college life. What got really 
difficult was sophomore and 
junior years, where my friends 
dissipated to all corners of the 
campus and friendship became 
more than convenience. 
Friendship took effort, but 
it was also more rewarding, 
because we were all dealing 
with questions around major 
declarations and long-term 
planning. Sophomore year
we started to grow up, as well 
as just grow, and that made 
my friendships richer as we 
navigated through some big 
life questions together. When 
I was studying off-campus all 
junior year, I worried how my 
friendships would last when I 
wouldn’t see those people for 
months and months. Even then, 
in a different city and then a 
different continent, my friends 
never forgot about me, and 
showed me they cared through 
their emails, texts, and random 
3 a.m. Skype calls.
Now, in the last semester 
of my senior year, I’ve been 
reflecting a lot about just how 
essential my friends have been 
in my development as a person. 
I wouldn't be who I am today 
without their challenging 
conversations, dance parties 
to Beyonce, and turtle 
cheesecakes. While my heart 
hurts to leave them, I know 
that even if our relationships 
change, the impact they have 
had on my life will never fade. 
Wherever the world takes us, 
we will still have these deep 
roots of friendship to rely on 
in tough times. It might be 
cold and dreary outside, but 
inside I feel the warmth of the 
friendships I’ve been blessed to 
be a part of for these past four 
years at college.
Continued dialogue
The issue still stands: in response to letter to editor̂
Liz Badovinac 
Copy Editor
In my last article, “Why ‘faith’ 
fails to justify” (published in 
Issue 14 on 2/06/13), I wrote 
that the “Christian faith doesn’t 
come from... direct interaction 
with God. It comes from set 
institutional objects like the 
Bible and Church.” Austin 
Homkes (T4) responded to it in 
a letter to the editor (published 
in Issue 15 on 2/20/13).
My definition of Christian 
faith faces a rebuttal, it would 
seem, because his critique of my 
argument posits that Christian 
belief is not faulty simply because 
it is based on the Bible, since to 
Christians, the Bible is divinely 
inspired and thereby credible in 
any case that attempts to prove 
otherwise.
I wrote previously that 
because the Bible was written by 
men, the average Christian who
chooses to follow the Bible with 
nothing but blind faith is missing 
a large part of the foundation 
for his or her beliefs. I failed to 
address, however, the Christian 
who insists that his or her 
beliefs are founded in the Bible, 
which is flawless and divinely 
inspired despite what counter­
information is available.
I’ll bite. Accepting the 
proposal that the Bible is 
indeed divinely inspired, that 
everything in it is straight from 
the Christian Yahweh's mouth 
(transcribed by mere human- 
male— hands), I will approach 
this article giving due respect to 
the Bible as a divine medium.
Let us say, for instance, 
that the God of the Bible did 
choose to write an indirect 
autobiography. Even before 
we consider the Bible’s inert
content, however, the first 
problem that faces the Christian 
who accepts the Bible as truth 
emerges: God is, in fact, called 
a "he." This omnipotent being, 
apparently, has a gender. And, 
shocker, it appears to be 
male. Now we have a God who 
is male, who writes through 
male hands, who distributes his 
word through male academia.
This inherently male God, 
moreover, in writing the Bible 
himself, chose specifically to call 
himself a “he.” As an omnipotent 
being, he could have become a 
“she,” right? Or an “it”? But he 
chose to be a male. The average
Captain’s log
Things my dog knows
Melody Hughes 
Features Editor
If your family owns a pet, 
you understand the travesty of 
being stuck at school with no 
furry friends to comfort and 
entertain you. As I lament the 
distance between me and my 
Labradoodle, I bring you some 
of my dog's best wisdom. He's a 
giant, slap-happy fuzzball who 
really knows a lot about life. 
Here is an abbreviated Tao of 
Dog:
PLAYING OUTSIDE IS 
TOP-NOTCH.
Winter, spring, summer, or 
fall. Nothing beats a good romp 
in the outdoors. Even in tough 
weather, my dog is not satisfied 
to just “go for a pee.” He takes 
his time. He rolls in the snow 
and barks at the squirrel in our 
tree and gnaws on any sticks and 
tennis balls. I'm lucky because 
I don’t have to beg at the door 
to be let out. With my nifty, 
opposable thumbs, I have the 
power to open the door any 
time. I shouldn't be satisfied to 
just walk to class. There’s joy to 
be had in purposeful outdoor 
adventures.
EVERY MORNING IS 
EXCITING.
It doesn’t matter if I’m  the first 
awake in the house or the last. It 
doesn’t matter if I’m  awake at 
4:30 a.m. to catch a flight, or if 
I slugged around until 11 a.m. 
When my dog first encounters 
me in the morning, his ears perk 
up and his tail wags and I can’t 
help but smile. It’s a beautiful 
thing to wake up to.
NAPS ARE SACRED.
My dog is nearing his seventh 
birthday but he maintains a 
Tigger level of energy. He needs 
two daily walks and runs circles
around the backyard. But part 
of his daily ritual includes two 
or three nap intervals. Napping 
could be the missing ingredient 
to your success and happiness 
Set an alarm. Make yoursel: 
coffee when you wake up from 
it. Go.
POWER IS FOUND IN A 
GOOD, LONG STRETCH.
My dog is allowed to sit or 
one of our living room's oldest 
armchairs. Due to his large size 
and cumbersome limbs, he 
must fold himself into a tight 
ball to fit. After a good nap he 
does not merely jump from this 
position. He goes into an intense 
downward dog that would make 
any yoga-master jealous. Once 
he’s done stretching, he’s full) 
prepared to trot off to the next 
activity.
IF N O  ONE WILL PLAY, 
C H E W  O N  A TENNIS BALL.
Sometimes humans reac 
books and sweep floors and bake 
cakes and don’t pay attention tc 
the adorable face that begs for a 
game of fetch. My dog is content 
to find a tennis ball to gnaw or 
quietly. Sometimes, it’s okay tc 
be alone for a little while.
IF THEY D O N ’T W A N T  
TO PLAY, CHANGE THEIP 
MINDS.
My dog has an awful lot oi 
charisma. When he gets all slap- 
happy excited about wanting 
to frolic, it can be hard to say 
no. You might try the same tactic 
on friends who are unwilling tc 
step away from their laptops 
The power of enthusiasm 
may result in great rewards
Christian will tell you that this 
“small fact" means little to their 
perception of faith— but who, 
may I ask, do they direct their 
prayers to? Doesn’t the "Our 
Father” portray a prayer to a 
male? Don't most Christians 
imagine a big old man up in 
the sky when praying? Don’t 
Christians consider prayer a 
very large part of their faith?
The point is, regardless of 
whether the Bible is relevant, 
divinely inspired, or something 
to be taken at “face value,” the 
fact that Christians root their 
entire lives in the shadow of 
an omnipotent male makes 
the “faith” (in the very least) 
questionable. The fact that this 
godly male happens to hold the 
views of the majority of ancient 
(literate) men cannot simply be
overlooked as coincidence.
I fail to see how a Christian 
can defend his or her faith and 
held beliefs against alleged 
problems like abortion and 
homosexuality by arguing that 
the Bible is divine. The very 
fact that God is allegedly a “he” 
begs a simple question: Does the 
Bible, as an “authentic” medium 
of spiritual enlightenment, show 
any sort of deviation from male 
institutionalization?
As I wrote last time, I think 
the answer is no. Thus, the 
Christian who abhors abortion 
and homosexuality, based on 
the Bible is only adhering to the 
views t)f the biblical God— an 
inherently (somewhat ironic) 
male figure that happens to 
agree with the views of ancient 
literate men.
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Beyond the bubble
Arctic Land Grab: nation states scramble
This spring, the Hope College 
Model U N  International Court 
of Justice (ICJ) will be deciding 
on a future case that is the most 
important geopolitical issue 
facing the Northern hemisphere 
this decade. I'm speaking of the 
Arctic Land Grab, an issue that 
has come to the forefront of 
foreign policy.
Currently, there are no 
borders that extend over the 
ice that is covering the North 
Pole. The farthest extend to 
the Exclusive Economic Zone 
(EEZ), 200 miles off the coast of 
the five Arctic border states.
The five nation states that 
have the most to gain from the 
land grab are Russia, Canada, 
Norway, Denmark (by way of 
Greenland) and the United 
States. Additionally, a number 
of other states (China, Sweden, 
Iceland, the EU, Japan, South 
Korea and Finland) hope to 
participate in policy making for 
this new Arctic region and may 
see some nominal economic 
gains from participation in the 
land grab process. However.
Benjamin Wilson
Columnist
these latter states are not Arctic 
border states and thus cannot 
expect to gain a significant piece 
of the Arctic pie.
The land grab began in 2007 
when Russia sent a submarine 
2.5 miles under the ocean and 
drilled deep into the ice. This 
event signaled that the Arctic, or 
at least most of it, was Russian 
territory.
After hearing this distressing 
news, the Canadian Prime 
Minister began taking trips 
to its Arctic border regions to 
scout the area and stake claims 
for Canada. Since this time, 
the US, Norway and Denmark 
have each made their Arctic 
claims heard at the U N  General 
Assembly. Norway has gone so 
far as to submit a proposal to 
the Commission on the Limits 
of the Continental Shelf (CLCS), 
which is still under review.
Eventually, the border 
disputes between the five 
nations will be decided in the 
ICJ based on the statutes for 
the settlement of disputes over 
ice-covered areas in the U N
P hotos Courtesy of N ature.com
MELT REVEALS BORDER DISPUTE- Inside the dotted 
line lies unclaimed territory to be divided by bordering nations.
Convention on the Law of the 
Sea (UNCLOS).
Unfortunately for the US, 
our nation has not ratified or 
signed the U N  Charter on the 
Law of the Sea, and thus cannot 
legally claim any part of the new 
Arctic region beyond its EEZ. 
At this point there are nearly 40 
US. Senators that oppose the 
UNCLOS, making it unlikely 
that it will be ratified before the 
Arctic divisions have been made.
The economic benefits that 
can come from the Arctic are 
immense. It is estimated that 
nearly one quarter of the world's 
untapped natural gas and oil 
surround the Arctic region. 
Additionally, new passages will 
be opened for travel. Russia will 
finally be able to connect its 
ports in Asia and the Far East 
to its European ports, making 
it a much more powerful naval 
actor. Even more exciting is the 
opening of the “mythological” 
Northwest Passage above 
Canada, connecting East Asia 
with Western Europe. This 
passage will cut current shipping 
routes between the two from 
21,000 to 12,500 km.
The gains that can be made 
by exploiting the Arctic region 
are clear. However, it is not 
clear how the new borders will 
affect scientific research and 
what possible adverse economic 
effects we may suffer from the 
melting Arctic waters. Stay 
tuned for another article on 
the progress of this issue in the 
Arctic.
H Despite all odds


























“We're going on a walk,” My 
host mother says in Japanese, 
not the same day I arrive but on 
the afternoon when the sakura 
are in full bloom. “Cherry 
Blossoms," she says in English 
as if I can't understand. Because 
usually I can’t.
“Watashi mo!" I say and walk 
behind her down the concrete 
ramp. She pushes my host 
father's wheelchair in front of 
her. We cross the street to the 
canal. I walk beside my host 
father. A white sheet covers his 
thin legs. The wind is strong 
today. It flaps and folds it over. 
He struggles to pull the cloth 
back into place with one hand. 
I cover his knees but the wind 
keeps blowing.
“My father was a fisherman," 
my host mom tells me simple 
stories in Japanese, “Once I went 
to Disney Sea. They gave out 
free passes to all the people of 
Urayasu when it first opened.”
We pass a white cherry 
blossom tree. “Beautiful, don’t 
you think?” She tilts her head 
over the chair to see the face of 
her silent husband who smiles 
and nods.
“Don't you think?” She asks 
me. I nod, too. “I take a picture.” 
She parks the wheel chair and 
pulls out her magenta camera. 
“For your mother," she says, “So 
she can see how beautiful they 
are. How beautiful you are."
I lean against the fragile 
frame of the tree. Cheese.
"Now one with Masaki san,” 
she says and tucks me beside her 
husband’s chair.
Hope, I thought my hands 
could heal. I thought perhaps if I
could rest a hand over the man’s 
shoulder he could rise dancing. 
I didn’t want to do the Mexican 
hat dance over Japanese cultural 
boundaries. I wanted to restore.
I place my hand on this man’s 
shoulder. Before the camera 
snaps, I pull away. I blush into 
the lens.
The next morning I watch 
Moko’s Kitchen like usual 
before class. My mouth is full 
of French toast made by my 
Japanese host mother. 1 sprinkle 
more cinnamon over the yellow/ 
brown bread.
“Deiji san,” she calls from the 
room, “Come here, please.”
She’s sitting on the edge of 
Masaki san’s bed. “Come here,” 
she urges again. She faces him. 
“He asked for you." But I have 
few words and he has none.
Instead he holds out his hand. 
I take it. I look at my Japanese 
father’s moistened eyes wishing 
I could tell him about the One 
who healed me. But if I flew 13 
hours for this moment alone, it 
was well worth it.
I know Christ healed two 
people that day: a tired stranger 
and a beautiful man, both 
longing for contact. I have yet 
to see my host father rise from 
his chair and dance for the 
Lord. But I am certain of this, 
God restores. He has restored 
and he will continue to do his 
work in us and through us until 
the day of Jesus Christ. To Him 
be the glory forever and ever.
Excuse m e  as I ramble on
Bring it on home
Ryan Backman
Columnist
It seems to me that people 
can’t take it when something 
decides to face-punch them 
with the righteous impunity of a 
second opinion.
To rephrase that, I'm saying 
that sometimes people just can't 
let go. Whenever something 
is offensive, or crude, or just a 
little bit different, it tends to 
receive negative feedback that 
doesn’t appear consistent with 
such phrases as “freedom of 
speech” or “I disagree with what 
you say, but I will defend to the 
death your right to say it."
I’ll begin with a more concrete 
example. In one of my classes
(I shall neglect to name which), 
we watched Good Will Hunting, 
which, if you’re familiar with the 
film, is filled with plenty of words 
I would not be allowed to use in 
this article. Regardless, I love 
the movie in its entirety: the 
earnest soul-searching, the 
liberal amounts of swearing, and 
the Bostonian accents all make 
it wonderful. The themes are 
numerous and, I thought, would 
offer a great deal of content to
discuss in class.
Yet I was shocked to observe 
that nobody was discussing the 
sentiments or ideas of the movie, 
but rather the frequent use of the 
"f word” and how that so upset 
them. Now, as a passionate 
paramour to the beauty of 
writing, language, and literature, 
I can still understand that 
sometimes a “bad word” used ad 
nauseum can be irritating and in 
poor taste. On the other hand, 
I believe that authors use those 
words to show that, sometimes, 
just sometimes, people grow up 
in an area where they actually 
talk that way, or that some 
angry people will be especially 
emphatic about it.
Whether or not this is a 
sin remains in the canons of 
theological debate; what I’m  
trying to say is that sometimes
art needs to poke people where 
they least like to be poked.
To clarify, Good Will Hunting 
is art, but the exclamations 
of Kollenites as they head out 
to party (punching out a few 
ceiling tiles on the way) are not 
art unless exceptionally well 
phrased.
I think that in this issue of 
the paper a most impressive 
theatrical production,
bobrauschenburgamerica, is 
going to be discussed. Let me 
put in my two cents on that 
one. The first cent is that the 
“f word” was used once and I 
have to say it was intense and 
appropriate to the scene. The 
second cent is that, yes, there 
were two prominently gay 
characters and I feel like the 
words “controversial” and 
“offensive" might get carelessly
thrown around.
So let me finish up this 
wannabe tour de force by saying 
that, if this play offends you 
in any way, know that Charles 
Mee, the author, has won. The 
reason writers use characters 
that are controversial is to 
provide a source of discourse 
and discomfort to their 
audiences. (I should mention 
that there was a discussion panel 
after the play— I personally 
did not attend but hope it was 
productive). Whatever your 
opinion on any of these issues 
I’ve rambled on about, keep in 
mind that just because your 
beliefs are contradicted does not 
mean that a work of art ceases to 
be meaningful or true.
Ryan Backman tends to 
get very opinionated about 
things. Try not to be insulted.
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N e w  plans for Kletz a n d  dining
♦ KLETZ, from page 1
Because of all these problems, 
said Van Heukelom, “We just 
decided to scrap it.”
Because there is a structural 
pillar holding up the building 
that is located in the middle of 
where the beverage island needs 
to go, the new island will be a 
custom-made cabinet. The delay 
of the new island has been a 
result of searching for both the 
right model and the right price.
“The new beverage island 
will be constructed over spring 
break,” Van Heukelom said. The 
Kletz will most likely be closed 
the Friday and Monday after 
break starts to allow time to put 
together the two or three pieces 
of the custom cabinet, and 
Dining Services expects it to be 
entirely functional by the end of 
spring break (March 15-24).
The new island will be made 
entirely of stainless steel with 
a black laminate front on the 
doors to match other black 
equipment in the Kletz. The 
product offerings will still be the
same, but the updated design 
will allow for more flexibility if 
new machines or suppliers come 
in. A raised curb will contain all 
the electrical equipment. This 
way, spilled liquid will not be 
in danger of contact, which was 
a problem with the previous 
beverage island.
These changes come at a time 
when, with the introduction of 
meal plan at the Kletz, business 
has been at an all-time high. A 
new design will change a few 
locations to allow for better 
traffic in the Kletz. For example, 
the less popular coffee station 
will be moved to face the hot line 
so that those waiting for their 
orders will have more room.
Students can eagerly await 
the arrival of the new beverage 
island and other developments 
in dining services, as Phelps 
is scheduled to undergo 
renovations this summer and 
plans are in the making for a 
more upscale sandwich-type 
place to eat in the new Bultman 
Student Center.
D a n c e  performance celebrates 
39th year at H o p e
♦ DANCE, from page 5
classical jazz movements and 
it honors the famous musicians 
of the 1930s and 1940’s. 
“Legendary" is a piece that 
also honors a famous musician 
and singer, Michael Jackson, 
and it includes styles like tap 
and hip-hop. Lastly, “Waltz of 
the Hours," is a piece from the 
classical ballet “Coppelia.”
The concert will not only be 
visually appealing, but will be 
thoughtfully exciting as well. 
Some of the performances 
discuss humanistic issues such
as the loss of love ones, thus it 
will captivate everyone both 
visually and spiritually.
To learn more about Dance 
39, you can visit the Dance 
Department website, the 
Facebook dance department 
page, call events and 
conferences, or read the many 
posters around campus.
K n i c k e r b o c k e r  
TheatreTickets can be purchased 
at DeVos Fieldhouse or through 
Ticketmaster — $5 for students, 
$7 for seniors, and $10 for 
adults. Children 12 and under 
are free.ern ern
Greek Life is Good, Theta G a m m a  Pi
When thinking about Greek Life on Hope’s campus, 
it is often easy to think of the bigger Greek organiza­
tions, and it is harder with smaller ones. But regardless 
of the size, each sorority and fraternity plays an impor­
tant role at Hope College. Theta Gamma Pi, a multicul­
tural sorority, is no exception of that. After being re­
established in April 2010, we, Theta Gamma Pi, have 
worked hard to create a name for ourselves.
Who is Theta Gamma Pi, you ask? Well, we are 
also known as the Thetas and we strongly value uni­
ty, respect, and loyalty to our sisterhood. As Thetas, 
we work hard to promote the growth of diversity on 
campus, while upholding respect for people’s unique 
differences. Although we currently have sixteen active 
members, we should not be underestimated. Thetas 
work closely with the Office of Multicultural Educa­
tion and have focused on the topic of women empow­
erment within the past year. In the fall, we sponsored 
the campus showing of Half The Sky, and are currently 
co-sponsoring Breaking Chains: Human Trafficking 
awareness week. So if you are interested in learning on 
how to promote diversity and women empowerment, 
please feel free to approach a Theta to ask about our 
upcoming events. We can be found on campus wear­
ing scarlet and gray, wearing our letters, so look for us!
- Jessica Christie (14)
Take a breather
Photo by Liz M artin
KICK UP YOUR FEET—  Dutch takes a break before the MIAA Tournament began at 
DeVos Fieldhouse on Thursday.
“Helloooooooooooooooooooooo!!”: Getting to know Rosemary
♦ ROSEMARY, from page 1
know that I don’t like clean­
ing up after them. It’s not my 
job. I just wish they would pick 
up their own stuff.”
“Also, I like to talk about my 
family a lot. I came from a fam­
ily of 10.1 am the fourth oldest. 
I have two siblings that are gone. 
My dad's been gone since 1971. 
My mom just passed away a 
couple years ago.”
“I have two daughters and 
two sons. Most of my daughters 
live here in Michigan. One lives 
in Hamilton, and the other lives 
not too far from me. My oldest 
son lives in Chandler, Ariz. I’ve 
also been out of school since '63.
I didn’t go to college because 
college wasn’t that important 
back then."
The Anchor: Do you have any 
hobbies or interests?
Bannerman: “I like to read. 
I also like to play games on the 
computer. I like to play Hid­
den Object. Sometimes I like to 
read Amish books, but usually I 
like to read more religious type 
ones."
The Anchor: How do you al­
ways have a smile on your face?
Bannerman: “This is a God 
thing. This has to be Him. Be­
cause I never felt that I was a 
people person. Growing up, I
was shy. Now look at me.
“I think that it’s all God’s do­
ing. Because there are days when 
I really don’t want to smile. But 
then the kids come in and they 
all have such beautiful smiles, 
and how can you not smile then?
“You know, and they brighten 
me up, and I brighten them up. I 
also like watching people and I’ll 
know when somebody’s down, 
and I don’t want to ask too many 
questions, but I’ll just ask, ‘How 
are you doing?’ But it’s just you 
guys. You guys make my whole 
day. This job is awesome. Seri­
ously, this job at Phelps is the 
best job.”
Looking forward & giving back
To make your Senior Class Gift, visit:
l! hope.edu/studei11/aIu»tini
Hope COLLEGE
Flying Dutch claim MIAA tournament
Hope defeated Olivet 64-45 in the semis and then triumphed over Calvin 62-59 in the championship game to clinch an NCAA bid
Photo Courtesy of Hope PR
CUTTING DOWN THE NET—  The Flying Dutch (26-1) celebrate after defeating Calvin 62-59 
in the MIAA tournament championship on Saturday at Van Noord Arena. Hope will face W h e a ­
ton on Friday In the First Round of the N C A A  Division III championships.
James Rogers
S ports Editor
The Flying Dutch secured a 
spot in the NCA A  Division III 
championships after defeating 
Calvin 62-59 on Saturday in 
Grand Rapids.
The win sends Hope to the 
national tournament for the 
14th time in school history. The 
MIAA tournament champion 
Dutch are 26-1 heading into the 
big dance.
Hope had to get past Olivet 
last Wednesday to make it to 
the MIAA championship game 
against Calvin. They topped the 
Comets 64-45 in the semi-final 
matchup.
“We knew they [Olivet] 
would come out hard on our 
wings, so we prepared for that,” 
Liz Ellis (13) said. “We had to 
adjust our offense a bit, and we 
did a nice job.”
Against Olivet, the game was 
tight halfway through the first 
stanza with Hope leading 15-12. 
An ensuing 12-2 run sparked by 
an Ellis three-pointer gave the 
Dutch a 27-14 lead.
Ellis then drained a jumper 
with five seconds remaining in 
the first half to give the Dutch 
a 38-24 lead heading into the 
break.
Leading 44-29 with 15:49 left 
in the game, Hope put together 
a 14-4 run lasting until the 9:07 
mark to go up 58-33.
Hope secured the lead and 
won 64-45, advancing to the 
tournament championship. 
Calvin defeated Trine 83-48 
on the same night, setting up a 
' rivalry showdown for the MIAA 
i tournament championship.
Courtney Kust (13) led Hope 
with 16 points against Olivet. 
Hannah Doell (15) and Brittany 
Berry (15) each contributed 
eight points.
Ellis eclipsed the 1,000-point
66
During tournament 
time, we get every­
one’s best shot. We 
need to stay poised 
under pressure and 
big-game situations 
and have fun.
—  Liz Ellis (’13)
______________59
mark for her career as she totaled 
11 points. She led the defensive 
charge with three steals.
“The career point total says a 
lot about the basketball program 
here,” Ellis said. “I’ve been a part 
of four great teams- and four 
successful seasons.”
Meredith Kussmaul (13) 
posted 10 rebounds and blocked 
two shots. The Dutch defense 
caused 28 Olivet turnovers.
Hope traveled to Van Noord
Arena on Saturday to face the 
Knights in front of 2,800 fans. 
This was the second meeting 
between the rivals in one week, 
as the Dutch defeated Calvin 65- 
50 at DeVos on Feb. 16.
“Beating a top five team in the 
nation twice in a week is tough,” 
Ellis said, “but we love to play 
under that pressure and bring 
the energy.”
Saturdays championship 
game certainly had a rivalry 
feel to it: back and forth action, 
lead changes and continuous 
suspense.
After Kust scored to cut the 
Calvin lead to 17-16, the Knights 
took control by delivering a 9-0 
run to make the score 26-16 in 
favor of the home team.
Down 30-21 with 1:37 
remaining in the first half, Kust 
drained a three-pointer to spark 
a 7-0 Hope run to end the half. 
The Knights led 30-28 after the 
first stanza.
Calvin scored a bucket early 
in the second half, but Kust was 
far from done. She outscored 
Calvin’s entire team 12-5 from 
the 19:14 mark to the 14:52 
mark, giving Hope a 40-37 
advantage.
Free throws were crucial to 
the Dutch staying close or in 
the lead. Layups by Kust and 
Kussmaul put Hope up 58-51 
with 3:58 remaining.
After Kust extended the 
Hope lead to 60-54 with 1:58, 
the Knights stormed back to 
make it 60-59. Ellis nailed two 
key free throws with 16 seconds 
to secure a 62-59 win.
Kust went off for 29 points 
in 30 minutes, shooting 10-20 
from the field. She also grabbed 
six boards. Ellis had eight points 
and two steals.
Kust averaged 22.5 points 
per game during the MIAA 
tournament. Ellis averaged 9.5 
points and 2.5 steals.
The Dutch went 15-19 from 
the line in the second half and 
the defense forced 19 Calvin
turnovers. The Knights dropped 
to 23-3 overall after the loss.
Heading into the NCAA 
tournament, the Flying Dutch 
will rely on the leadership of the 
captains and continual focus in 
preparation for opponents.
“One of the main things I can 
bring to the team is experience,” 
Ellis said. “During tournament 
time, we get everyone’s best 
shot. We need to stay poised 
under pressure and big-game 
situations and have fun.”
When talking about how well 
the MIAA prepares the Dutch 
for the big stage at the NCAA 
championships, Ellis expresses 
confidence in the team.
“It’s hard to consistently beat 
teams and we’ve done that," Ellis 
said. “We still bring it every 
game, no matter the opponent. 
We work on more than just 
barely beating teams. We work 
on making a statement every 
game."
MIAA women’s basektball 
conference honors were 
announced on Monday.
Ellis was chosen as the 
MIAA’s Defensive Player of the 
Year for the third season, which 
is an MIAA record.
During conference play, 
Hope's defense allowed just 41.2 
points per game.
Ellis was also named to the 
All-MIAA First Team. Joining 
Ellis on the First Team is Kust. 
Kust is a two-time First Team 
selection.
Berry, one of the nation's 
top three-point shooters, was 
named to the All-MIAA Second 
Team.
The NCA A  Division III 
national championships bracket 
was also announced on Monday, 
and Hope (26-1) will face 
Wheaton (22-5) in the First 
Round on Friday at DeVos.
If Hope defeats Wheaton, 
the Dutch will face the winner 
of Ohio Northern (26-1) and 
Hanover, Ind. (21-7) at DeVos 
on Saturday.
Photo by Liz M artin
EYES ON THE BIG DANCE—  Liz Ellis (’13), left, anchors the 
offense during Hope’s 64-45 semi-final win over Olivet. Ellis 
scored 11 points In the game, surpassing 1,000 for her career.
T his W eek In Sports
Friday March 1
Men’s Tennis
Co-host t ou rn am en t  with K a l a m a z o o  
at DeWitt Tennis Center 
Hockey
vs. Davenport at 5:30 p.m. at the 
E d g e  Ice A re na  ( M C H C  Vezina Cup) 
Women’s Basketball 
vs. W h e a t o n  at D e V o s  at T B A  ( N C A A  
T o u r n a m e n t  First Round)
Saturday March 2
Men’s Tennis
Co-host t o u r n a m e n t  with K a l a m a z o o  
at DeWitt Tennis Center
In B rief
MIAA HONORS SWIMMING AND DIVING
Several Hope College athletes 
were given All-MIAA honors 
last week. Libby Westrate (’13) 
was named the MIAA’s wom­
en’s most valuable swimmer for 
the second consecutive season.
At the MIAA championships, 
Westrate won the 50, 100 and 
200 free and she holds school re­
cords in those three events, along 
with the MIAA record in the 50.
Erin Holstad (’13) was named 
to her first All-MIAA team. Five 
other women were named All- 
MIAA: Hannah Larson (T6), 
Klare Northuis (T6), Sarah Sher­
idan (’16), Jorgie Watson (’16) 
and Lindsay Wiederhold (T6).
The Dutchmen had two 
swimmers named to the All- 
MIAA team. Josh Grabi- 
jas (T3) was honored for the 
fourth consecutive year, while 
Nick Hazekamp (’14) made his 
third straight All-MIAA team.
MIAAPLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Women’s Basketball: 
Courtney Kust (’13) 
Forward
S0FBALL PLAYS EARLY INDOOR ACTION
The Flying Dutch competed 
indoors on Friday and Saturday 
at the Finlandia Tournament in 
the Superior Dome in Marquette.
Hope came up short 
against UW-LaCrosse, UW- 
Oshkosh and UW-River Falls, 
but the Dutch claimed a 6-0 
victory over UW-Superior.
Jess Kohlhoff (T3) and 
Kate Laverty (16) combined 
for a six-hit shutout in the 
win over UW-Superior, strik­
ing out three batters each.
Laverty also went 1-2 at the 
bat and scored two runs. Pey­
ton Wells (15) had four RBIs, 
while Laura Tjepkema (13) went 
1-3 with two runs and one RBI.
Tjepkema, Molly Collins 
(13) and Emma Page (14) 
are set to captain this sea­
son’s Flying Dutch squad 
coached by Mary VandeHoef.
Track and field concludes indoor season
James Rogers
S ports E ditor
Caitlln Rivera
A ssistant S ports Editor
Several members of the 
men’s and women’s indoor 
track and field teams traveled 
to Trine University on Saturday 
to compete against other MIAA 
conference schools.
The meet also featured Grace 
College, Notre Dame (Ohio) and 
Macomb Community College. 
These three teams did not count 
in the team scoring, as only 
MIAA teams scored.
The men finished fourth with 
97 points and the women took 
second with 112.
While indoor can be a good 
indication of how teams will fare 
in the conference come outdoor 
season, not all contributing 
athletes competed in the meet.
“We got a chance to see 
what the league is going to look 
like and which events we can 
improve on,” Jonas Lawson (T3) 
said.
The Flying Dutch saw two 
individuals win events. Sheri 
McCormack (’14) crossed the 
line first in the mile with a time 
of 5:09.13.
Sarah Venlet (T3) won 
the 60-meter hurdles in 9.60 
seconds. Emily Smith (T5) 
finished third in the same event 
in a time of 9.72 seconds.
Other Hope women landed 
in the top five in their respective 
events.
Catie White (T4) burst to 
third in the 60 meters with a 
dash of 8.39 seconds. White also 
claimed third in the long jump 
(16'4.5").
Venlet and Smith showed 
up strong in the 200 meters as 
well. Venlet ran to third in 27.80 
seconds, while Smith finished 
fifth in 27.97 seconds.
Kaylee Kish (’16) landed fifth 
in the pole vault (9’6.25”) and 
Kristen Bosch (’13) tied for fifth 
in the high jump (4’7.75”).
In the 800 meters, Emily 
Wrozek (T5) took third (2:27.34) 
and Morgan McCardel (’13) 
ended fifth (2:30.72).
Julia Stock (’16) finished 
strong in the 3,000 meters to 
take second in 10:41.26. Michelle 
Kerr (’16) broke 19 minutes 
(18:53.12) in the 5,000 meters en 
route to a fourth-place finish.
Three relay teams finished 
in the top five for the Flying 
Duch: 4x200 in fifth (1:56.21),
4x400 in fourth (4:10.67) and the 
distance medley relay in second 
(12:45.35).
On the men's side, David 
Tropp (’13) took top honors 
in the high jump (6’0”). Boone 
Marois (T6) sprinted to first in 
the 60 meters with a dash of 7.09 
seconds.
Bryce Richards (’16) 
contributed in the 60 meters 
as well, taking second in 7.17 
seconds. Marois also ran 23.76 
seconds in the 200 meters, good 
for fifth place.
Cam Holicki (’14) ended fifth 
in the 400 meters with a time 
of 51.81 seconds, while James 
Rogers (T4) crossed the line in 
fourth in the mile (4:24.46).
Lawson launched to third in 
the triple jump (42’0.75”) and 
Steffon Mayhue (T4) finished 
third in the long jump (21'6.25”).
“I love what the team is doing 
as far as jumps,” Lawson said. 
“Our freshmen and juniors are 
amazing and I just want us as a 
unit to keep striving."
Kyle McNicholas (’16) helped 
The team in the pole vault, 
finishing fourth with a vault of 
12T1.5”.
Similar to the women, the 
Dutchmen had three relay 
teams finish in the top five: 
4x200 in fifth (1:34.81), 4x400 in 
fifth (3:30.46) and the distance 
medley relay in third (11:02.90).
Hope has completed the 
indoor season and will now 
shift their focus to outdoor 
competition beginning in 
March.
“There is a certain atmosphere 
that surrounds the team going 
into spring break, and that 
starts with the last indoor meet,” 
Lawson said.
“So going into spring break, 
we have to be prepared to 
work hard, and top to bottom 
everyone is talented. We just 
have to believe.”
WTien asked about what 
teams to look out for in the 
MIAA come outdoor season, 
Lawson knows who will be up 
there but he also knows where 
the focus should ultimately be.
“Overall I think the team we 
have to look out for is ourselves, 
because that's who can hold us 
back," Lawson said.
The first outdoor competition 
for the men and women will 
take place at Rhodes College in 
Tennessee on Saturday, March 
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Dutchmen finish season 18-9
P hoto by Liz M artin
HOPE SUFFERS SEASON-ENDING LOSS TO CALVIN- Ben Gardner (’16) attacks 
the Trine defense on Thursday at DeVos In the Dutchmen’s MIAA tournament semi-final 
76-63 victory over the Thunder. Gardner posted a career-high 24 points to lead Hope to 
the MIAA tournament championship g a m e  against Calvin.
Nate Snuggerud (’13) contributed 20 points In the win against Trine, while Nate Van 
Arendonk (’14) posted six points and a team-high eight rebounds. The victory gave the 
Dutchmen a nine-game winning streak heading Into the championship g a m e  against Cal­
vin In Grand Rapids.
Calvin defeated Adrian 71-44 In the other semi-final matchup to set up a rivalry battle 
for the MIAA championship at Calvin's Van Noord Arena on Saturday. The championship 
g a m e  was played before nearly 4,300 fans, and the Knights toppled the Dutchmen 77-57 
to secure the tournament championship and put an end to Hope’s season.
The Dutchmen were down 36-28 at the half. Calvin began the second half by outscorlng 
Hope 19-8 In the first eight minutes, Increasing their lead to 19 points. Forty-five fouls 
were called In the game. The Knights led by as many as 25 points and finished the g a m e  
with a 77-57 win, giving them a spot in the N C A A  Division III championships.
Snuggerud posted team highs in points (17) and rebounds (7). He concluded his career 
at Hope with 1,366 points, placing him 13th on the all-time Hope career scoring list. Hope 
finished 18-9 overall during the 2012-2013 campaign.
P hoto by C hristian Leathley
HOPE HOCKEY WIN- 
Players celebrate during 
the M C H C  playoffs.
On Friday, the Dutchmen 
shut out Adrian Black 8-0 
thanks to two goals from Bran­
don Flood (’16) and one each 
from Court Fall (’13), Ryan Re­
stum (’16), Justin Click (’16), 
Nick Hacker (’15), Eric Cox 
(’13) and Caleb Digison (’14).
The high scoring Dutchmen 
weren’t stopped on Saturday as 
they pulled out another win, 
5-4, over Grand Valley State. 
Saturday’s goal scorers includ­
ed Robert Calvert (’15), Caleb 
Morgan (’15), Joe Pappas (’15), 
Restum and Flood.
The Flying Dutchmen will 
host the M C H C  Vezina Cup 
Championship on Friday and 
Saturday at the Edge Ice Arena.
